WEISSBURGUNDER (PINOT BLANC) TROPHY – FALSTAFF 2021
Weissburgunder is by no means “Chardonnay’s little brother”, writes falstaff, but also a “sophisticated characterful wine” that are excellent companions with food. This doesn’t just apply for young wines but also for mature wines, which were also tasted, for instance this fine rare example selected from the Bürgerspital’s treasure vault.
93 Points 2010 Würzburger Stein Weißer Burgunder GG | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®

18 OUT OF 20 POINTS – JANCIS ROBINSON 2020
Michael Schmidt, one of the tasters in Jancis Robinson’s team, rated three Grosse Gewächse with an impressive 18 out of 20 points:
2019 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
2019 Würzburger Stein HAGEMANN Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
2019 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Silvaner GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®

TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL PINOT NOIR TROPHY – FALSTAFF 2021
RIESLING-CHAMPION – VINUM 2020
WINNER CATEGORY I RED WINE – BEST OF GOLD 2020
GRAND PRIX DU JURY – LES MONDIAL DES VINS BLANC 2020

“We haven’t had anyone else winning the triple in this competition before.”
selection 2022
WINE ESTATE OF THE YEAR – SELECTION 2022

This triple has never been given by the wine magazine selection to any wine estate before. Winning the categories Riesling, International and Edelsüß (Sweet dessert wines). When asked what the key to this success was, Robert Haller, the wine estate director, answered: “It is, of course the unique vineyards that our foundation wine estate owns, as well as the fact that we strive to produce the highest quality, that brings out the best character of each vineyard, something I didn’t think possible in the past.” For these results the entire range was tasted from Gutswein to Erste Lage and Grobes Gewächs.

4 STARS WINE ESTATE – VINUM WINE GUIDE 2022

For the remarkable continuity and first-class wines, were again the reason that VINUM awarded us 4 stars and VINUM don’t see an end to this upward trend! The Würzburger Stein-Berg Riesling GG is among the best Rieslings in Germany. According to the VINUM tasters, it has “depth and structure” and a high ageing potential. VINUM rates our red wines as “discoveries for red wine connoisseurs” and is impressed by their “finesse” and “classic burgundian virtue”.

93 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Berg Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
92 Points 2020 Randersackerer Pfülben Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
92 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Silvaner GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
92 Points 2019 Veitshöchh. Sonnenschein Spätburgunder R | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®
90 Points 2019 Würzburger Stein Blaufränkisch R | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®

4 STARS WINE ESTATE – FALSTAFF WEINGUIDE 2022

“The entire range dazzles with classic earthy-mineral style that is fresh and modern at the same time”. And no other dry Silvaner from Germany and Austria received 95 points making it once again the leading Silvaner in the Weinguide.

95 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Silvaner GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
94 Points 2020 Randersackerer Pfülben Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
93 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Berg Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
92 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein Chardonnay | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®
91 Points 2019 Würzburger Stein Blaufränkisch R | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®

4 STARS WINE ESTATE – EICHELmann 2022

The members of the Eichelmann Weinguide liked the Ortsweine very much and the calibre of the wines from VDP.ERSTE LAGE was consistently described as exceptionally high-quality. The 2020s showed well as clear, fresh wines with “good structure and body”. The Marsberg Riesling also has “an intense, pure fruit”. “Exciting once again is the Silvaner from the Stein-Harfe, “[...] good concentration, delightfully penetrating and rich in purity, [...]”

91 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Silvaner GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
91 Points 2020 Randersackerer Pfülben Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
90 Points 2020 Randersackerer Marsberg Riesling RR | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®
90 Points 2019 Veitshöchh. Sonnenschein Spätburgunder R | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®

4 STARS – WEIN-PLUS

In Europe’s largest online wine guide, the four stars stand for “one of the best producers in the country” which means that it is a “producer of first-class wines which perform well even in international comparision, and are certainly among the best in their category”. To achieve the ratings, a consist high quality of the wines must be reached, even in difficult wine years. Irrespective of the points given, the Wein Plus panel also chose their favourite wines that show the regional style in the best way — and the first two are among them:

93 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
92 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Harfe Silvaner GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
91 Points 2018 Würzburg Stein Riesling Auslese | VDP.ERSTE LAGE®
90 Points 2020 Würzburger Stein-Berg Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®

BAVARIAN STATE AWARD 2021

Bavarian wine producers have to achieve top results in the Franconian Wine Awards for three consecutive years and have the highest share of award-winning wines in their total production in order to receive this distinction in Bavaria. Artur Steinmann, President of the Franconian Winegrowers’ Association, is proud of the winning estates, which show “[...] the craftsmanship and passion for perfection with which they make wines as well as maintaining their high level of performance over the years”.
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91 Points 2020 Randersackerer Pfülben Riesling GG | VDP.GROSSE LAGE®
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